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AFFADAVIT 

 

 

Response to “DECLERATION OF PETITIONER IN RESPONDENTS MOTION FOR 

TEMPORARY FAMILY LAW ORDER” Filed on -1-11-2022 Case #21-3-01443-06 in the County of 

Clark State of Washington 

 

Comes now Jennifer Lyn Runov, Trustee (hereinafter “Affiant”) being competent to testify and being over 

the age of twenty-one years, after first being duly affirmed according to tell the truth to the facts related 

herein states that Affiant has first- hand knowledge and belief that these facts are true to the best of Affiant’s 

knowledge and belief, and; 

Pg 1 line 18-19 

Affiant has not “relinquished care and custody of the children” but simply moved out of state to Affiant’s 

house and was ordered not to take children out of state. Just because Andrey is taking care of the kids for 

the first time in 6 months does not mean Affiant relinquished anything. Affiant is doing everything Affiant 

can in order to not violate court orders. 

Pg.1 line 19 

Andrey is not living with his parents due to Andreys Mother being sick, another lie by Andrey. In fact, 

Andrey has been in daily contact with Affiant’s son Daniel Runov and Daniel has shared that they have 

been staying at Olga Fisenkos Mobile home, and Anastasia Kovolenkos. Affiant has text messages form 

Affiant’s son Daniel proving Daniels’s location since Andrey picked them up. 

Pg1. Line 23-24 

It is of no concern to Andrey where Affiant stays and doesn’t stay in fact this statement by Andrey proves 

Andreys want to control Affiant and Affiants every move. Affiant was offered to stay at Pastor Jeff of 

Emmanuel Baptist church house, but did not see the purpose of going from 4 people in a bedroom to the 

same exact situation. Affiant was enslaved by the court and Andrey. 

Pg.2 line 2-24, Pg3 line 1-12 

Andrey’s continual claim of Affiant joining some religious cult is really getting old. According to Wikipedia 

the definition of a cult is “a social group that is defined by its unusual religious, spiritual, or philosophical 

beliefs, or its common interest in a particular personality, object, or goal”. In the Reign of the Heavens 

Society Temple that Affiant is part of believes in a particular personality known as Jesus Christ/ Yahushua 

as their Lord and Savior/Messiah and is not uncommon but in fact the most popular known figure in all of 

history. If Andrey believes this belief is cult like Andrey may want to check his standing in Andreys own 

beliefs and Baptist beliefs. 

Pg.2 line4-5 

The court was preventing Affiant from moving as Affiant considers Affiant’s children as part of Affiant. If 

the court prevented the children from moving the court prevented Affiant from moving. 

Pg.2 line7- 



Affiant does not know what” the National of the Government of the United States of America” is and this 

really shows Andreys constant lack of understanding of almost everything Andrey believes and constantly 

believes that all others mean him harm. 

 Pg2 line 10 

Andrey has a very clear obsession with Keith Livingway as Andrey has brought Keith up in nearly every 

Declaration of Andreys. Andreys personal attraction to Keiths doings really have nothing to do with Affiant 

and Affiants children. This whole case will move along much faster if Andery would stop bringing in outside 

parties into a divorce case. 

Pg2 Line 11-12 

Affiant’s motives or reasons for moving to Pennsylvania really is none of Andreys business, not if Andrey 

really wants to know the main reason Affiant moved to Pennsylvania is to have as much distance from 

Andrey as possible. Andreys assumptions of Affiant moving to Pennsylvania are just that, assumptions with 

no evidence nor backing. 

Pg. 2 Line14-15 

Affiant is unsure what “brainwashing” Andrey is in fear of. Affiant has been homeschooling the children 

and others at Emmanuel Baptist church for more than four years. If Andrey is in fear of some sort of 

brainwashing, then Andrey needs to check the church Andrey is attending which is where a lot of the 

homeschooling for the children took place. Interesting how Andery has a sudden fear emerge out of 

nowhere after four years of Affiant homeschooling the children. 

 

Pg.2 Line 20-21 

Theses claims of Andreys are on repeat. Yet again Affiant has to explain to Andrey what Andrey does not 

understand. Affiant is unsure of who “they” are and what exactly “They” do or do not “believe”. If Andrey 

doesn’t understand that a Nation is allowed to have its own currency, maybe Andrey only believes that debt 

notes known as Fiat currency is real currency and further claims that private notes are his, who knows what 

Andrey believes in Andreys own mind. What is clear is that whatever Andrey believes changes in nearly 

every declaration of Andreys. There is a constant change of what is true. the Reign of the Heavens Citizen 

Certificate that Affiant has is very similar to a Baptism certificate and/or membership certificate anyone gets 

from every other church and as far as Affiant knows most of the members do in fact believe in the 

Declaration of Independence. Affiant does not represent anyone except his own mind.  

Pg3 line 1-13 

Affiant is unsure of what Andrey means by “their followers”.  Andreys claim of having a government as 

being “confusing, dangerous, abusive, and psychologically damaging is Andreys apparent disdain for law and 

order and shows a very rebellious nature. To help educate Andrey, here is a definition of Government, a 

small group of persons holding simultaneously the principal political executive offices of a nation or other 

political unit and being responsible for the direction and supervision of public affairs. Affiant is part of the 

North American Political party and yes there is a governing body. Affiant recommends Andrey take some 

courses on Civics, will help with Andreys constant fear of Government. Affiant recommends clicking on the 

links Andrey provided to get a better understanding. 

Pg3 line 14-16 



Yes, there is a Declaration of Independence, everyone is aware of that fact and the Human Rights violation 

postings Andrey is talking about are all valid according to the Universal Declaration of human Rights. The 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) is an international document adopted by the United 

Nations General Assembly that enshrines the rights and freedoms of all human beings. Here is the Link to 

learn more on the UDHR https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Declaration_of_Human_Rights. This is 

clearly a lack of education on Andreys part. In regards to teaching the children the UDHR that is adopted 

by the U.S Constitution is a declaration by Andrey of Andreys views of the United States and its laws, 

thereby making Andrey in disagreement with the laws of Andreys governing body. 

Pg.3 line17-22 

Affiant again is unsure who these “Nationals” are and Affiant has never been advised to file any kind of 

lawsuit against the state of Washington nor does Affiant intend to. Affiants’ car is in fact registered within 

the DMV in the State of Washington with up-to-date tags. 

Pg3 line 23-24 pg 4 line  

Affiant provided the address of the place of resident Affiant was moving to and wanting to take the children 

also. Yes, Affiant planned where to house Affiant and Affiants children as that is what a parent should do. 

Since the end of September when Affiant was asked to vacate the property at Havilah due to Andreys no 

longer employment at the facility, Affiant sought housing. Opportunities arrived and Affiant accepted them. 

There is no crime in wanting to provide for your children outside of a toxic situation and with someone that 

is so ignorant that you cannot communicate with them properly. How a person supports themselves in 

another location is by a job, just to inform Andrey of Andreys not understanding of how someone would 

support themselves in another location. The community ties Andrey claims Affiant had were broken once 

they sided with the abuser in a divorce cause instead of the victim of the abuse.  

Pg 4. Line 20-24, Pg.5 line 1-5 

Again, Affiant is unsure of what teachings Andrey has concerns over as Affiant has been teaching the 

children at home for over four years. Affiant will not be allowing any Guardian Ad Litem in or around 

Affiant’s residence and will be considered trespassing if one attempts to enter into the residence of affiant’s 

private property. This is an obvious control attempt by Andrey to see if Affiant is with another man. 

Pg.5 Line 6- 

Andrey is not living with Andreys parents as stated by Andreys father and Daniel Runov Affiants son. 

 

The Entities named within this Affidavit of Fact who the Affiant has exposed their lies have Ten (10) days 

from the publication of Public Notice to give rebuttal or these claims stand as fact.  

Affiant affirms that all that is stated within this Affidavit is hereby true and correct in Yahushua/Jesus 

name.  

Further Affiant sayeth naught Signed on this 21st day of January in the 2022nd  year of the new covenant 

in Yahushua’s/Jesus name (01/21/2022) 

Jennifer Lyn Runov 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Declaration_of_Human_Rights


 

 


